A service engagement with Tenable® Professional Services helps optimize your Tenable.io or Tenable.sc solution implementation so you can see, predict and act on cyber risk to your business.

Today’s rapidly changing landscape, increasing unpredictability and a surge in the remote workforce are challenging organizations like never before to maintain continuity of their Vulnerability Management (VM) programs. It is crucial to maintain resiliency of security programs and be proactive in patching efforts in order to eliminate vulnerabilities with the greatest impact and minimize the overall risk to business operations.

Tenable's Health Check will assess the resilience of your current vulnerability management operations, identify gaps and recommend mitigation techniques to maximize the effectiveness of your security solution. Efficiently assessing your assets' risks will enable your organization to make more effective, business-focused decisions.

The Tenable Professional Services team and our global network of certified partners provide advice on product optimization and industry best practices. Their experience has been gained from years of hands-on experience with thousands of customers worldwide.

**SERVICE OUTCOMES**

- **Assess your VM program**
  Find out how to improve the coverage and effectiveness of your current vulnerability management program, whether managed in the cloud or on-prem

- **Adhere to best practices**
  Our consultants will adhere to known best practices and apply proven Tenable® methodology at every step

- **Integrate tools with our solutions**
  Increase efficiency by leveraging the many available options for integrating with Tenable solutions

- **Maintain your deployment**
  We will share knowledge and create documentation to help keep your deployment in its most effective state

Get recommendations on how to reduce your cyber risk with a Health Check
KEY BENEFITS

Thorough Planning and Assessment

Our remote or onsite engagement options are multi-phased service offerings designed to enhance your Tenable deployment.

First, we will work with you to determine the scope of your implementation, based on your network specifics and goals for your Risk-based Vulnerability Management (RBVM) journey.

Then, we conduct a high-level review and assessment to analyze your current scanning and reporting processes, identify workflows and automation and evaluate the overall efficiency of your Vulnerability Management operations, while noting areas for improvement.

Rigorous Solution Review and Implementation

Our consultants will provide guidance and direction while sharing our industry knowledge and best practices, as we work with you to fine-tune many aspects of your Tenable.io (managed in the cloud) or Tenable.sc (managed on-prem) solution to optimize your VM program.

Comprehensive Solution Documentation

Tenable will develop and provide documentation to help you maintain your deployment and reduce your Cyber Exposure gap as new threats emerge.

Supporting Your Growth

Organizations change and develop over time. Tenable Professional Services can help ensure your solution stays aligned to your evolving business requirements.

Experienced Professional Services Team

Tenable Professional Services' goal is to implement our products to solve your most pressing security problems, enabling your organization to see, predict and act on cyber risks. To accomplish this, we capitalize on our combined years of industry experience to tackle even the most challenging requirements.

By engaging Tenable Professional Services, you can realize the value of your Tenable investment more quickly to feel confident you are on the right path for RBVM program maturity. We have a broad portfolio of services and training available worldwide, remotely or on-site, to meet your specific needs.

About Tenable

Tenable® is the Cyber Exposure company. Approximately 40,000 organizations around the globe rely on Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk. As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver the world's first platform to see and secure any digital asset on any computing platform. Tenable customers include approximately 60 percent of the Fortune 500, approximately 40 percent of the Global 2000, and large government agencies. Learn more at tenable.com.

Improve resiliency with a Vulnerability Management Health Check.